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Some of Yugoslavia's national groups get talked about more than others:.
the Albanian (Shipter) minority prObably gets talked about least. Yet
there are at Least twice as meny.Shiptars am thereare Montenegrins. In
that rather Special- part of South Serbia described -in the _politico-
geographic leX2pon-ofYngoilavia.as the Autonomous Region of•Kotovo and
Ihetobija (Kosmet), whore they constitute 70% or more of the .population,
the Shirtar Presences is the dominating fact in the political and Social
organization of the region. 'Economically, the Kesmet is hands down the
Poorest part of Yugoslavia. 'The per capita income of its inhabitants is'•
one-fifth that of the averageSlovenian, an enormous disparity which
simply means that most Shiptars live in a different society-a fact borne
out by statistics on'conaumption and trade.

Statistics contribute to the story, and perhaps, if the next Yugoslav
census is thorough and reliable, they may even tell It. BUt empirical
analysis, in a world where the wish is not only father to the thought but
midwife to the fact as well, has its limitations. hbat is Mister . nation-
alism? . Vhy did a court composed entirely of Shiptars sentence a naturalized,
American with Shiptar nationalist sympathies,,Destan Serieha, to three and
one half years of confinement (incidentally, characterizing the sentence as
Iight)'for. simply being 4 member, though barely literate, of the "Main
Committee" of an emigre° organization called the League of Prizren in Exile? .
The -following rather impressionistic account seeks to oast soma light on
the ShiptarAnestion, .4hie.h....whi/e'it can be safely ignored by. most of the
world's statesmen--does exist and must conoern those :interested . in,Yugoaleyla
and its destinies..
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For the graveyard observer. Yugoslavia is a very interesting country. The
multiplioity of peoples and religions and the availability of good raw
materials—stone, marble-..have happily conspired to produce some very inter-
esting monuments. The Sognmil burial statute of Bosnia are world famous,
but perhaps as interesting as any are the traditional,Shiptar graves-those
which have not adopted the typically Moslem turban design or the chastely
engraved star (red) associated with today's heroes.

Port of the interest of the Shiptar cemetery lies in the fact that, until
you knob: how to look for it, you may not even see it. 1,017 the Shiptor
grave marker is a jawed shaft of flat took thrust at about 8 . 70' angle
into the sod. The graves are not arranged in rows, the grass le often
uncut, and the impression first may be of just another field of scrub and
roc% until the eye apprehenos the angle and the feet that .there are just too
many such narro.; shaped stones to exist naturally together ell in one place.
The effect is eerie and disquieting. The stark . nsturalism of the stonevseeme
non.,humen. They are like the random bits of broken thunderbolts hurled into
the earth in a moment or irritation by some absentwminded ..3od.	 •

But,the-graves exist perhaps as living:Shiptars exist, on first glance not
distinguishable in a generalized landscape but, when focussed upon, emerging
in hundreds if not closely packed thousands, their presence suddenly a
dominant tact.

.	 .
Hew many Shintars are there? Nobody is sure. The Shiptars themselves are
only sure that there are more than the traditionally superior Serbs officially
acknowledge. kfigur: frequently beard from Shiptars . is 'as many	 Yugo.. .
slavia as in Albania. Though probably exaggerated, this estimate would
place the Shiptar population at about 1.8 million.=against official pro-
jections of 1.1.miliiqn.1 	 --•

Though a substantial Shiptar minority lives in Macedonia, the great major.
ity still inhabits the Kosmet. Here the Shiptare, mostly peasants, consi-
tute.officiallY 703 of the region's population'. Therefore, since the.

1. • The'Shiptar population increased 22% between 1953 and 1961 from .
.754 0010 -tu 814,000. Even though rates of population growth are not record-,
• ed by nationality, the"same rate of Increase Probably prevailed between -
1961 and the present. Theltosmot, where 647,000 Shiptars were listed as
resident in 1961, has maintained the highest rate of population growth in
Yagoslavie.-in 1966, 28/1000 or 235% of the national average. Statistical
Yearbook of Yugoslavia . (Statisticki ledisryak) 1967, 83, 327.

.	 .
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Statiatitel Yearbook of Yugoslavia lists very few "ShiPtir statistics,'
Koamet statistics (which exist in abundance) may be cited as a fair re-
flection of the condition of the Shiptar people in southern Serbia. If
anything, the goimet ' statisties should err on the side of optiadsm, since
the inclusion of the Serbian minority, traditionally on top since the Turks
left, should, if anything, raise Shiptair averages. Furthermore, any
Shiptars not cOmpreharaled in the statistics are most Probab/r subsistence
peasants who contribute nothing to the market economy. Their inclusion
would exert downward pressure on the ore's per capita statistict, which
in 1965 officially indicated an average inoome of 1357 New Diners per
person (Slovenia 6835 ND). The Xoemet Shiptar is demonstrably Poorer
then.anyone else in Yugoslairia.2

Fifures and statistics do assume flesh..in a whitewashed bare room about
45 X 25 s ...the mein chanter of the District Court of Frizren. At one end

2. These figures were determined by dividing regional income by regional
population. 11V., 326, 363. (Note: 12.50 t1:141.00, but because of differ-
enoes in batting power, as determined by the YUgoalav Government, a straight
application of the eichange rate might be misleading. ?or example. the '0Y
determined the purchasing power of the average Slovenian to be W75! in 1967.
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—

:liven the 115 ratio, the Xosmet inhabitant's :ould have been about $210.)-
Useful comparative figures are also contained in the following report of
per capita income of communes in the various republics for 1965:

Per Capita Incoma -af . COMsOnes by SepUblic (in new dinaze)
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of the rooms el/ghtl,fm1eFeted,eit the judgss-(thrSe HpiofibelonaI and two
lay) and before them IS placid thewitness staid flanked 'along the wall by
tables for defense and prOseautiOn.Pn . a-lOW bench facing the judge behind	 .
the witness stand sits the:defendant:Teri:1bl. At his back is a more open
space containing a few. rickety hardback theirs on which sit privileged
spectators such as uppk. (interne' security ) officiate and the American Consul.
Then, in the back oneathird of the room 'come a half-dozen benches upon which
are crowded, through some adrkoie of Wm= geography, at least ten rows of
spectatorea-mostly Shiptar peasants. Deitan Berishe% relatives from the
village of Bilusha occupy honor plates In the front row, thOugh.Sn their
homemade peasant garb they seem more related to the King of the Gypsies
than to the orew.cazt broad-shouldered man in the saltaandapepber suit whose
back li toward them.

A wag with recent exposure to American TV commercials might say that you •
can tell the Shiptars by tho±r white hats since a smell, once-white skull
cap tor= the most characteristic element of their national dreas. But you .
can also tell the =at= peasants by filthy multi-pitched shirts and.pents,
the latter either homespun or made from the cheapest stOrearbougiat material.
eeet are wrapped in masted covered often only by crtdely made rubbers.
These are subsistence peasants who live in crude cottages or shacks which.
lack not only plumbing and heat, but also beds.3

„
They are a primitive and wildalpoking people, who watch the proceedings
with curiosity, but their curiosity somehowAacks focus. flay stare un- -
flinchingly, openmouthed-often with no visible teeth--Dauader caricatures
suddenly sprung to life. And a chadeampish is there, as if the maker of

3. Statistics on retail trade demonstrate the subsistence orientation:I: of
the ;Emmet economy. Such expensive items as meat are barely "Scald" stall;
in 1966, retail meat sales in the Koamet (population 1.1 million) amounted
to 8.2 million ND=Spared to 474.6 . million HD in. Slovenie (population
1.65 million). For retailed dairy products the figures were 3.7 and 175.5
million ND reepootively4winottdthstancling the fact that the Shiptar diet
leans heavily toward milk products. The difference in buying patterns.is-
dramatically shown in the comparison between sales of wheataflour and sales of
eilitebread and baked products. The Shipters bought twice as mach flour per
tagdte es the Blevenesfthe Slovenes bought 12-times as many.bakeiriProducts...
In 1965, 15 of 22 &moat communes averaged lose than 490 ND retail trade per
inhabitant; 58 of 60 Slovene communes averaged more than 1090 NM. Nearly one-
half ,of the Slovene CORMASS (29/60) averaged more than 2440 ND; none of the
Kosmet communes more than. 3.630 NT. There were eight communes in all of
Yugoslavia where trade was less than 220 KT per inhabitant; seven of these in
the Kosmet. Ibid, 430, 431, 503.

.
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their world had put his lips to their ears and blown out the lights behind
the eyes. Some of the younger faces dhow intelligence but not enough of
Chnm.4

This *second day or the trial, Jena:sty 30, 1968, is very cold; the streets of
Prizren are frozen solid. Inside one small wood stove provides the only heat,
but the little courthouse janitor in hinworn five-dollar blue suit keeps; at
least one window open all the time as he eyei the melo balefully, vainly
attempting to order it back into place as it gradually encroaches forward
into the "gentlemen's area." The janitor is obviously very unhappy at the
presence of no such dirt and disorder in his courtreom.,5

At the head of the court,. the presiding judge, a well-dressed handsome young
Shiptar, oentrols the proceedings calmly and concisely, comManding a respect
that would lie beyond the wildest dreame of many Yugoslav officials who allow
themselves to get involved in discussions of principle over suChhotters as'
the Collection of a bus fare. JUdge . DureishiCocinal is cut from a different...
piece of o:oth and perhaps for his job he must be. His are violent people
whose blood feuds are not only tradition. (An assistant judge to the Consul
over coffee at recess: "Our main crime here is murder.") Even though the.
people have been temporarily deprived of their weapons, mostly knives, col.
lected W. the beginning of the session by a policeman and now reposing in a
drawer in the Prosecutor's desk, the Judge never lets control slip.. He knows
that he, his court, and the three or four policmen in attendance would be
nothing it the aocumulated injustices suffered by the mob found voice and
sprang the venmer.of the judicial process. Hut the eyes of the judge tell -
that ha knows about the injusticeiss well as the Justice, and when he rules,
he rulos for the whole room. .

Deetaa Herisha faces twpte ereirges..conspiracy and espionage. The first. is •
wortt up to fifteen yeprs impriaonment; if convicted ofthenecond, thn State
can order hiorkilled. According to Yugoslav law, espionage knows no Statute
of limitations aid, even eighteen yeart later, the police mere waiting for
Deccan. According to an informer's statement, in 1950 he had led an armed
group into Yugoslavia from Albania where it had fought unsuccessfully against
tie men of Enver Roan, losing its Original leader. The group had, according
t3 the indictment, parachuted into Albania at the behest of the "American.

4. A recent article in Der Snaelpl, without citing a source, stated that every
second Shiptar is illiterate. This figure is plausible since officielntatistics
for the Kosmet show 41.1% of the regional population to have been illiterate in
1961 (Slovenia 1.8%). Of those aged lo:-19, the figure was 13.4%; for those
20.34, 36.25. Ibid, p 324. According to Bell Deva, WY Chief in the Unmet.
only 4% of the area's adult population has completed 8 years of school.
Politika, June 3, 1968, 6:2.

According to legend, a Shlptar is bathed at least three times: At birth,
death, and before his wedding.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Intelligence Service" and after . its failure to overturn Uodza.fthanke perhaps
to Herbert Philby) crossed into Yugoslavia, also on behalf of said
genes service to achieve espionage objectives in the Aosmet. The gratin re-
portedly trained for these assignments in Italy where they allegedly also
received briefing from one Deafer Deva, Interior 7-71nister during the Italian
Fascist occupation when the Xosmet had been incorporated into Albania. Dove's
popularity in the Kosmet's current ruling circles may not quite approach
Itichaenn in Tel Aviv, but it comas reasonably close; guilt by association
with him is a very serious business, even for a hewer Of wood end dra...er:of
water like Denman 7erisha.

POrtUnately for Destan, the evidence to support these sensational charges is
rather thin. The key ..itness is the informer, Ihjreddin Vueltrna, who says
that he too was a member of the group. IkOreddin is a man in his early.609s.
nearly bald except for a fringe of snowwhite hair around the back of his
head. He stands with his bend 4.11 back and his eyes gate calml.Y, gently,
almost beatifically at his audience. Dressed as a convict, he has a.police
escort at ell tines since, notwithstanding his services to the MIA, he is
also a convicted murderer.

Confrontation of witness by accused is a dramatic part of the Yugoslav court
procedure. After Judge, Prosecution and Defense have asked their questions.
the defendant is cal/ed forward and the witness is told to face him. Vhe
two thus confront each other, talk to each other. freely as they ash; and .
the court site back and observes the encounter.

Hajreddin seems to be saying "Hello, Destan, long time noses."
Destan answers; "I never saw you before in my life."
Hajreddin, genially, "Come on, Mutton, you know' me 	. . Don't you

remember the time. . . ."
beaten, calmly, gesticulating sloaly but with emphasin with umnird

palm 'Tow can you invent such stories???"

The -dialogue . picks un, they crouch slightly, ;e ying their hands like .'span-
toe sumo wrestlers squaring off. Pajreddir. radiates disbelief that his old
comrade in arms won't neconixe him. Destan continues tOregerd him coldly,-
the murderer and informer, and carefully begins to toek over the inconsisten....
_cies in Hajreddin's testimony.

Hajreddin was inconsistent, earticularly regarding the group's bUrpOne-in----
Yugoslavia. In the pre-trial investigation he had aligned a statement .saying
that the group had come to the Kosmet to achieve P. S. espionage objectives.
7?ut in court he denies this: "Yes, the group had coma from Albania, but is
planned nothing against Yugoslavia. I never said that." Judge burnish reads
back sections of previous testimony: -Hajreddin sticks to his ,denials. The

CMFIDENTIAL
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judge is exesPerated,Imthe pursues the questioning end goes after the amalloet
false sounding detail.. At onMpoint, hMglaCeeDMp at the other members of .
thmcourt, as if 4 light mere suddenly dawning: "If that is true, they used
Yugoslavia only as an escape route." 'tat he returns to the record, he cannot
let go quite so easily and refers again to the written etatements of !Mjreddin
and other witnesses with whom Rajreddin later spoke which state that there had
been espionage against Yugoslavia.

The prer,trial record is the work of the so-called Judge-inveetigotor--a court •
official charged with the task of examining all the evidenoe, holding hearings'
as necessary and then recommending to the Public Prosecutor under what artioles.
of Law the accused is to be charged. The investigating judge in this case was
a tiny, very ambitious, and intelligent young Shiptar named Weser, aho though
he might weigh 90 pounds wringing wet is a very bough fellow indeed. Yaser s
eyes radiate a hatred of the big things of this world among which the United
States and its Intelligence Service are probably included.. i3ut while he is
intelligent and tough he is also young (less than 30) and this time hes tried
a little too hard and overreached himself. As the witnesses give evidence it
becomes clear that, in nearly every case, their pre-trial testimony as recorded
by Judge reset contains statements against rerisha that were not really theirs.
The evidence against restan Is erioted in two rather tottery columrs. At the
base of one is lejreddin and on his are placed Other altnesses who, knew hie at
the time or who subsequently served in prison alth him and heard him talk about
neaten (hearsay evidence is admissible). The other base is Perisha's family
from the village of )ilusha„ end here Maser has collected such bits and scraps
as the testimony of e cousin, at the time resident in rmlgrade, .mho told about
t*J.46..ing e letter from Destan's mother In which Destan's illegal arrival wee
described.. Of. course, Dilatan t s cousin and mother . are both illiterate so that
the alleged Letter Weis ::ritten by another person and read to the eousin.bi
third. But family testimony could have been more Miaowing: in this respect
Dobbin was luoky.

Destan's wife from the village, Ranumshah lerisha, mould have testified that
one night in 1950 her husband Denten, who had fled as a reNgee several years
before, had suddenly reappeared bearing t/c, revolvers. .7Mt the defense coUns
eel, Basilan Kriesiu (pronounced crazy you) managed to discualiiV hers-even
here c wife cannot legally testify against her husband. tatter, over coffee,
smiling broadly, Hassan confides to the Consul that..Masar failed to do his
hoMework—lienumehah is only a oommon-law wife; her testimony could have been
deManded.

Hassan is a plump genial white-haired Shiptar in his early 50's ho knows how
to operate. Rather than simply cross examining, .411i:1h Is his right, he en-
courages the judge toask certain questions of the witnesses to bring out
evidence favorable to Perisha. Then Hassan listens carefully as the Judge
dictates, in the presence of ell, the official record of testimony and inters
pellates immediately against the stightest inaocuracy. But he never argues •

CONIT1-MTIAL
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.nhenhlvdop euggeet and he Clearly enjoys the judge"ivreepeet and . liking. An
appals/sender of.tinenuanCee end a born actor, Resona t e style of utterances
range:striae small: nleadings delivered in a falsetto-like fluttering voice
supported by-the urestretehed hands of a supplicating rtig roller to sterrIT
delivered pronouncements of his client's innocence sounded in tone p of
Joyless wrath. Faswant% perform=ce in court is brilli-nt out of court, it
is even better and : far more important. .

Unseals is a nan with "connections" in a country -hr?, to “uot■ 	 his.'
self, connections are everything. !II the courthouse, on the ;streets or
Frizren, in the restaurant, he knows everyone and everyone knove him, even
though his home and office are in Pristine, 50 miles e.sty.	 obviously
has the °Widener of and s reputation among the Shipter peasants who are
apparently nearly as litiginous ad their Serbian brethren. 'Idle now fully
ongege: in private nreatio■, be worked a4ter the 'war for 10 years as a rublio
uroseoutor and let's, as general counsel for au enter prise. Thee, he in
uniquely It the sane time toe of us" and "one of them."

Enssan wets around the courthouse thoroughly but unobtrusively and nawes
long orivate individual conversations with all *ambers of the court. ' These
conversations prove their worth in regard to the espionage charge. On the
one hand, it is clear as the testimony comes to an end that the prosecution
has not proved the charge as formulated; there has been no evidence that
Denten intended to establish a base in the Kosmet from which to carry out
hostile acts against the goverment of Yugoslavia. On thaother hand,
Hajraddin testified that Destan entered Yugoslavia illegal-4 while in the
eoploy of the Intelligence Service of a Foreign State, and, according to tha.
Lou, them Allegations .if accepted,are alone technically enfficient.to.surei
tain a finding of guilty of espionage. Of course, dotamake a difference
whether the action Is directed against Titä or Entrer Hodes and when part . of
the charge falls through, the public prosecutor, a young, soft-spoken Shiptar
decides to drop the rest. He announces to the court that he is formal
withdring:the charge of espionage. ,
The charge of conspiracy against the State remains, and ,,conspiracy, , in the
lexicon of Balkan politics is a serioua Word. Deetan has adwittedzmmbership
in an Albanian emigree organization'baSed inks, TOrkwhishdrOGR2 at.=
ethnic state uniting all Albanians and the territories they inhabit Under
anti-Communist rule. First, both Tito and EnVerlUxWaJJust be tired and the
objections of lO zillion Serbs of all ideologies whose holy historical places
lie in the Koemet, overcome. Dan this dream really threaten the existing
state of things? hathenaore, Hasan argues that the .conspiracy of a 3little
man . like Destan Berisha who never attended a day of school cannot threaten any
State—eepeciaaly not a state which tolerates the free u6vement of a Croatian'
fascist like Irmislav Drsgemovie. (Belgrade A .v..23, December 28, 1967)
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But, perhaps the state of the pimatfnaynottOletate Beaten Beriabe. 1129:
reality of a threat is determined 6744c0.Aatenf L4u4:Of the one threatened and
tho judge and his aisocietes.do net role* theirSonCern. -. _PerhaOnthe Cob :Makes
thealonder the problem of precept and exa4O1.e4er . p0rhenaitia-theirownpo-
eitionwhich.does so-Shiptaresbove the:ma°04-dreesedi consumers of the
mainstream culture orienting toward apparent : snaoeite:e-the Perty, the
Serbs (several of the young Shiptar lawyer°. 'spoke Serho■Creatianyhen among
thewselvee), and yst sharply aware of their membership in the Shiptar nation.
Committed to the rightness of the present scheme,:tboy must, the more they
orient outward toward the country as a Whole, feel the injustices that are a
part of it. Whereas the half million Montenegrins donstitute &national group,
the Shiptare at present writing still count as n minority. .6 Despite the cam-
udtment of the Iugoalav government to chenn. 1 inveetment to underdeveloped areas,
the Reemet, starting from a much eMallerbasY has in relative tens, only been
able to =Grease its income half, as rapidly asSlovonia.7 In absolute terms,
the average Slovenian. received 1050 ND more in 1952 than his loamet counterPert;
in 1965 this diaparitoftekimxtto 3091E41960 values). And even where invest-
ment has been concentrated as in Pristine, which in 1965 received 33 times as
much inveataset per eapt-ta- an Bara-lbakairanserby -rurEC commas of .3=
itants, poverty, is evident ever7where.6 The center of town contains nice new
government buildings but also hamar% shoeshine boys, and young lads who will
carry a gentleman's bags.- Away from the center rise brand new apartments,
but not far from them crowd tOgether ramshackle shacks comparable to any tavola
between which hindes of dirty children play among the garbage. .

6. The Shiptare have pressed et0arli ly, and, since the Brioni Plenum, with .
some suceeee for greater political and miviimiRtrative power.- According to a
recent article in.Politikei they have increased their share of positions Lithe
Internal Security organ of the Kosmet to 40%, free a share of 13% just prior to
Rankovic l e ouster. A movementie also-afoot to seek a quasi Republican otatus
for the realm which is' .probably desidned to give the majority Shiptarsdeci-
sive Policy contra. See JTS of Kw 13, 1966, p. 53.. Also Belgrade's A-757 of
May 6, 1960..

In 1952,' per. 	 income in o Usmet amitSloienia,,usintthe.
1960 value of the ciliary was 375 and 1425 new diners respectively. 4 1965. - -
the average Slovene's income had increased by 170% to 3625 new dinars; his
Hamlet counterpart's. by 95% to 734 new dinars. fitatietical Yearbook, 326,
356.

S. statiaticellaarbnak, p. 536.
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There areare new apartment buildings indifactories, but perhaps the contrast
becomes thereby all the more crass and painful. The judge and his court who
are young communists involved in the engineering of this change may at times
wonder how they are doing. 9 Is progress going fast enough? Are they pro-
viding the right kind of leadership or will they-later stand accused of having
been UnCle Tome .1i Tito's regime really righting the injustices suffered
historically by the Shiptars at the hands of the Socha?

A loud,. doctrinaire "No" is shouted nightly from across the border by Radio
Tirana and thus relations with Albania vary between bad and Worse. Though
Hodza and hie crew of goat herders provide little immediate threat ...-
political, military, or economic -- they do present the example of an outeilli
force intervening to seek changes in the status'of the Kosmet. The exaMple
disturbs, irritates, worries and co do others like Deafer Deva and his frie4ds
In the League of Prisren (including Destan flerisha) who argue that the
Shiptars must separate their future from the Serbs.

Thus, as the verdict is raid in a courtroom jammed with nearly 300 spectators,
Judge Durmish, neat ar.41 dapper as always in a dark silk suit with fresh white .
shirt and de, makes clear that the court takes Destan seriously. At length
he recapitulates the Statutes of the League of Prizren which call -for the:over-
throw of Tito'oi authority. When Deetan Berishe returned to Yugoslavia and. 	 .
to the village of Rilusha near Prizren, he returned, not as himself. but as part
of a movement, and-perhaps it is the movernant which is now being sentence4, • •
Three and a half years is not much time in the life Of a "movement" and the
people seem sincere when they insist to the Consul that Deatan got off eisy,,

•
Comment: At the conclusion of one day's session, the 'drifting Officer wee
walking in the company of Hassan Krieziu toward the hotel along the Prizrensks.
Metrics, a fast flowing Mountain stream which comes down from the Sar
mountains and passes throUgh the middle of Prisren on its way to the White

Of the five principal court officers involved in the trial of lierisha (three
district court judges, public prosecutor, and judge-investigator), four were
Shiptars under 35. The reporting officer has no definite proof of their LCY
membership but considers it most likely. Interestingly once, 'during a recess
over coffee, a clerk stumbled in with a list of the Party members for the Dig..
trict Court (apparently people were being asked to sign off in connection with
some fund drive). The Consul did not consider it politic to ask for a copy but
got enough of a glance to see that at leant 20 nameo were listed -- this number
suggests a high rate of membership since during four days in the courthouse
he saw less than 15 different people at work, including janitors.

COM FIDE NM% L
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Drift) 'liver end Albania. The day was bitter cold, about 20°F, and in the
middltt'of the stream stood a Shiptar 'woman in. baggy pants (Moslem ..dress)
eattng her laundry, against the icy rocks. Hasean commented jovially.

"Now.that'S an exercise f" The reporting officer believes that whoever
determines the destinies of the Kosmet. be It Serbs, Serbs and Shiptars -
together, tho Shiptars.by themselves, or smite thirdpiaitieri is yet Unheard
from, the.'!euerclaia ibfyitiling ii,the area will not be unlike that of the.Shiptar
washerwoman' cold, exhauating, and difficult and without much guarantee.
that the watt) will Come out clean.
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